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Pitch perception involves the processing of multidimensional acoustic cues, and listeners can

exhibit different cue integration strategies in interpreting pitch. This study aims to examine whether

musicality and language experience have effects on listeners’ pitch perception strategies. Both

Mandarin and English listeners were recruited to participate in two experiments: (1) a pitch classifi-

cation experiment that tested their relative reliance on f0 and spectral cues, and (2) the Montreal

Battery of Evaluation of Musical Abilities that objectively quantified their musical aptitude as

continuous musicality scores. Overall, the results show a strong musicality effect: Listeners with

higher musicality scores relied more on f0 in pitch perception, while listeners with lower musicality

scores were more likely to attend to spectral cues. However, there were no effects of language

experience on musicality scores or cue integration strategies in pitch perception. These results

suggest that less musical or even amusic subjects may not suffer impairment in linguistic pitch

processing due to the multidimensional nature of pitch cues. VC 2019 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pitch is not only an essential element of music but also

conveys crucial contrasts in speech (e.g., tone and intonation).

The relationship between pitch processing in speech and music

is complex. While the auditory processing of music and speech

tends to lateralize to the right and left hemispheres, respec-

tively (Bever, 1975; Zatorre et al., 2002), music and speech

also share neural processing mechanisms (Bidelman et al.,
2011; Koelsch et al., 2002; Patel et al., 1998; Patel et al.,
2008; Peretz et al., 2015). It is possible that there is transfer

between linguistic and musical pitch processing. In particular,

musicality, the cognitive ability to process music, has been

found to significantly affect human listeners’ performance on

linguistic pitch perception. However, the effect of language

experience on pitch perception is less clear. It has been of par-

ticular interest whether tone language speakers may have an

advantage in pitch perception, and the results so far are incon-

clusive. Moreover, an additional layer of complexity arises

since listeners integrate multiple acoustic cues (especially f0

and spectral cues) in pitch perception (e.g., Kuang and

Liberman, 2018). The question remains as to what extent

musicality and tone language experience influence listeners’

cue integration strategies when processing pitch.

A. Musicality and language processing

Musicality refers to an individual’s aptitude for process-

ing various aspects of music. Part of musicality can be attrib-

uted to innate predisposition. On one end of the scale, there

are individuals born with congenital amusia, who have

difficulty discriminating pitch differences (Peretz et al.,
2002). On the other end, some children are able to acquire

absolute pitch with early music training (Chin, 2003).

Family-aggregation studies suggest that there is a genetic

basis for amusia and the predisposition to acquire absolute

pitch (Baharloo et al., 2000; Gregersen et al., 2001; Peretz

et al., 2007). In addition to genetic predisposition, musical

training can lead to significantly better auditory processing

and enhanced musical abilities (Fujioka et al., 2006; Kraus

and Chandrasekaran, 2010; Peretz et al., 2013). Musicality,

therefore, reflects the cognitive capability for music shaped

by both genetic background and learning.

There is extensive evidence for a significant relationship

between good musicality and enhanced linguistic processing.

For example, better musicality is associated with better pitch

processing in speech (e.g., Moreno et al., 2008; Sch€on et al.,
2004), reading skills (e.g., Moreno et al., 2008), speech seg-

mentation (e.g., François et al., 2012), and second language

learning (e.g., Posedel et al., 2012). Among non-tone

language speakers, musicians outperform non-musicians at

discriminating and learning lexical tone contrasts (Alexander

et al., 2005; Lee and Hung, 2008; Marie et al., 2011; Wong

and Perrachione, 2007). Moreover, children and adults with

music training are better at identifying pitch contour

distinctions in both music and speech (Magne et al., 2006;

Sch€on et al., 2004).

Since musicality is beneficial for language learning and

processing, one might expect that people with poor musical-

ity and especially people with congenital amusia would face

major disadvantages in language processing, particularly for

tone and intonation. However, it remains an open question

how much language processing can be affected by amusia.

For example, although amusic subjects are impaired ina)Electronic mail: kuangj@ling.upenn.edu
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processing the pitch of musical melodies (Kalmus and Fry,

1980), amusic tone language speakers typically experience

little trouble in tone perception (Liu et al., 2016; Nan et al.,
2010). Moreover, only some of the amusic tone language

speakers also have tone agnosia, or impairment in tone per-

ception, and even these speakers generally exhibit normal

tone production (Liu et al., 2016; Nan et al., 2010). An inter-

esting question thus arises: How are these speakers able to

acquire normal tone production if they struggle to perceive

pitch distinctions?

This discrepancy between perception and production led

to the proposal that the perception and production of pitch

have different neural pathways (Hutchins and Moreno, 2013;

Liu et al., 2016; Nan et al., 2010). Complete disassociation

between pitch perception and production during acquisition

is unlikely, since it would be difficult for amusic learners to

develop reliable production without appropriate auditory

feedback of their pitch production. In addition, Nan et al.
(2010) considers the possibility that amusic individuals

might use non-pitch based cues to guide their production of

pitch. This is plausible because speech cues are often highly

redundant. However, it may not be necessary to incorporate

non-pitch cues, as pitch perception and production are not

solely determined by the fundamental frequency (f0),

and they are in fact mapped onto multiple acoustic cues

(cf. Sec. I C). Therefore, in this study, we investigate a third

possibility: People who are less sensitive to f0 differences

can use acoustic cues that co-vary with f0 to perceive tonal

pitch distinctions—that is, musicality may have effects on

cue sensitivity in pitch perception. Since musicality within a

population forms a continuous spectrum, we further hypoth-

esize that this cognitive variation in pitch cue integration is

not limited to people with neurogenetic disorders but can

also be observed among the normal hearing population.

B. Language experience and pitch processing

While previous findings show consistent effects of

musicality on linguistic processing, the influence of language

background on musical abilities is more complicated. Since

tone language speakers are able to reliably produce consis-

tent pitch differences for lexical contrasts, their experience

with linguistic pitch may have an effect on musical pitch

processing. Although tone language speakers generally out-

perform non-tone language speakers in lexical tone percep-

tion tasks (e.g., Bent et al., 2006; Francis et al., 2008; So and

Best, 2010; Wayland and Guion, 2004), it is controversial

whether this effect transfers to general pitch processing.

On the one hand, there is evidence that tone language

speakers have an advantage in general pitch processing. For

example, tone language speakers are more likely to exhibit

absolute pitch (Deutsch et al., 2009; Deutsch et al., 2006),

have more categorical perception of non-speech pitch

contours (Peng et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2006), and outperform

non-tone languages speakers on various musicality tests

(Chen et al., 2016; Pfordresher and Brown, 2009; Stevens

et al., 2013). On the other hand, some studies have suggested

that speaking a tone language does not necessarily lead to

enhanced pitch perception. For example, tone language

speakers have similar rates of amusia (Kalmus and Fry,

1980; Nan et al., 2010) and similar patterns of musical

impairment as non-tone language amusic subjects (Peretz

et al., 2013). Moreover, recent studies found that the benefit

of language experience appears to only transfer to linguistic

tasks but not to general pitch perception (Bent et al., 2006;

DiCanio, 2012; Ngo et al., 2016; Zheng and Samuel, 2018).

These results have led some authors to argue for a “specific

transfer” view for the relationship between pitch perception

in language and music: Language experience only enhances

performance in speech pitch tasks but does not transfer to

general musical abilities (Ngo et al., 2016; Zheng and

Samuel, 2018).

Overall, there appears to be some language effect on

pitch perception, but this effect is rather complex, and per-

haps domain specific (e.g., speech vs non-speech) and/or

task specific (e.g., identification vs discrimination). In addi-

tion to whether language experience has effects on the sensi-

tivity to pitch differences, another important issue is to what

extent language experience can affect the use of acoustic

cues in pitch perception. Language experience is known to

significantly modulate the dimensionality and relative cue

weighting of the perception of linguistic categories (e.g.,

Escudero et al., 2009; Holt and Lotto, 2006; Iverson et al.,
2003; Lipski et al., 2012). Specific to linguistic tones, studies

have focused on two main f0 cues that are involved in the

tonal contrasts: f0 height (e.g., high vs low) and the direction

of f0 contours (e.g., rising vs falling). The relative impor-

tance of these dimensions are shaped by the speakers’ lan-

guage experience (Gandour, 1983; Gandour and Harshman,

1978; Xu et al., 2006): While f0 height is important across

languages, f0 direction is relatively more important to speak-

ers of tone languages, especially those of East and Southeast

Asia. However, it remains an open question to what extent

language experience affects cue weighting in general pitch

perception (Chen et al., 2018).

C. Acoustic cues for pitch perception

Most studies on music and linguistic pitch processing

focus primarily on f0 (e.g., Alexander et al., 2005; Bidelman

et al., 2013; Sch€on et al., 2004; Wong and Perrachione,

2007). However, the interpretation of pitch can and does

often involve multiple cues, and listeners vary in their reli-

ance on these cues. For example, even when f0 perception is

considered by itself, at least two strategies can be used. By

definition, f0 is the lowest frequency component of a peri-

odic waveform, and it can be found by identifying the lowest

component in the Fourier-transformed spectrum. In addition,

it can be perceived through resolving the frequency intervals

between the harmonics. Therefore, in missing fundamental

experiments, where the first harmonic is removed from the

spectrum and only the higher harmonics are available, listen-

ers exhibit individual variation in pitch perception (e.g.,

Ladd et al., 2013; Seither-Preisler et al., 2007): Some listen-

ers perceived the missing f0 by resolving the intervals of

present harmonics, while other listeners perceived the lowest

present harmonic as the f0.
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Moreover, pitch perception also integrates a number of

non-f0 cues, such as temporal envelope and temporal fine

structure (e.g., Kong and Zeng, 2006), spectral shape (e.g.,

Allen and Oxenham, 2014; Kuang and Liberman, 2018),

periodicity/roughness (Kuang and Liberman, 2016), and

intensity (Neuhoff and McBeath, 1996). The present study

focuses on spectral cues. In the perception of non-speech

pitch, there is significant interaction between f0 and different

spectral shapes (i.e., timbre), such as the natural differences

between musical instruments or the synthetically manipu-

lated center frequencies in complex tones (e.g., Allen and

Oxenham, 2014; Krumhansl and Iverson, 1992; Marozeau

and de Cheveign�e, 2007; Melara and Marks, 1990, to name a

few). A common finding from this body of research is that in

speeded pitch classification tasks, listeners’ pitch perception

is more accurate and faster when the spectral/timbre cues are

consistent with the corresponding f0 dimension.

Additionally, spectral slope, defined as the relative

amplitude difference between the low frequency components

and the high frequency components in the spectrum, can be

a linguistically meaningful acoustic cue. It is one of the most

important acoustic correlates of voice quality, broadly

defined as the configuration and tension settings of vocal

fold vibration during voicing (see Gobl and N�ı Chasaide,

2013, for a detailed review). Due to the physiological

co-variation between f0 and voice quality (Titze, 1988;

Zhang, 2016), spectral slope systematically co-varies with

f0 in pitch production (Kuang, 2017). Specifically, when

producing a high pitch, the vocal folds are naturally more

constricted and have greater longitudinal tension, and the

voice quality is thus much tenser; however, when producing

a pitch target in the speaker’s comfortable range, the vocal

folds are usually less constricted, resulting in a breathier

sound. Note that the terms we use here are relative since

voice quality varies along with the f0 scale in a continuous

manner. Acoustically, tenser voice has a flatter spectral

slope and breathier voice has a steeper spectral slope

(cf. Figure 1).

The co-variation between voice quality and f0 is also

observed in pitch perception with speech stimuli. Previous

studies have shown that the manipulation of spectral slope

can cause significant shift in pitch perception, with flatter

slope (i.e., tenser voice) perceived as being higher in pitch

than steeper slope at the same f0 (Kuang and Liberman,

2015, 2018). Notably, Kuang and Liberman (2015) found

that listeners differed in their reliance on spectral slope and

f0 cues in pitch perception. Specifically, non-musicians

relied more on spectral slope cues while musicians relied

more on f0. This pattern is similar to the variation found in

the missing fundamental experiments (Seither-Preisler et al.,
2007), in which subjects with higher musical competence

categorized stimuli based on the missing f0 rather than the

frequencies of the overtone spectra. Therefore, we hypothe-

size that musicality can be predictive of listeners’ strategies

in pitch perception: Listeners with better musicality are more

likely to rely on f0, while listeners with worse musicality are

more likely to pay attention to cues that co-vary with f0.

D. The current study

This study aims to investigate whether musicality has

effects on cue integration (specifically f0 and spectral slope)

in pitch perception, and whether these effects are modulated

by tone language background. To address these questions,

we ran a pitch classification experiment and a musicality test

on non-tone language (English) speakers and tone language

(Mandarin) speakers. The pitch classification experiment is

the same as Kuang and Liberman (2018), in which listeners

classified the relative pitch of an f0 continuum under four

different spectral slope conditions. An earlier study with a

similar experimental protocol found evidence for an effect

of musicianship on pitch perception based the subjects’ self-

reported musicianship status (Kuang and Liberman, 2015).

Unlike this earlier study, the current study objectively quan-

tifies the subjects’ musical aptitude using a standard musical-

ity test. Although music training is associated with improved

performance on music-related tasks (Bidelman et al., 2013;

Peretz et al., 2013), there is individual variation in innate

musical talent. Among the population without music train-

ing, there are people who have a natural aptitude for music,

termed “musical sleepers” by Law and Zentner (2012).

FIG. 1. Left: the spectral slope of the natural phonation of the speaker. Right: the spectral slope is flattened to create tenser-sounding phonation.
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Therefore, to better understand the relationship between

music and speech, it is preferable to obtain objective mea-

sures of musicality rather than relying on self-reported music

training.

By comparing the results from the pitch perception

experiment and the musicality experiment by language

group, it is possible to identify any language effect on musi-

cality and pitch processing. In addition, an analysis on the

individual level is carried out on the relationship between

musicality and pitch perception strategies in order to explore

the role of musical aptitude in linguistic pitch processing.

Overall, this study aims to provide a better understanding of

the relationship between native language, musicality, and the

use of f0 and spectral cues in pitch perception.

II. METHODS

A. Participants

Seventy-one native English speakers (mean age 19.82;

sd 1.66) and 44 native Mandarin speakers (grew up in China;

mean age 24.95; sd 6.92) were recruited to participate in two

perception experiments. The experimental protocol was

approved by the University of Pennsylvania Institutional

Review Board. All participants reported normal hearing. The

subjects first completed a pitch perception experiment and

then a musicality experiment. The pitch perception experi-

ment was conducted first to avoid any potential training

effect from completing the musicality experiment.

B. Experiment 1: Pitch perception

The pitch perception experiment, adapted from the pro-

cedures in Kuang and Liberman (2018), tests each subject’s

reliance on f0 and spectral slope cues in a relative pitch

judgment task. The stimuli are sets of utterances with two f0

peaks differing in four spectral conditions, and they are

resynthesized from a natural production of a “ma-MA-ma”

utterance of a male speaker. The prosody of the utterance is

the same as “banana,” with a natural Low-High-Low pitch

contour. The f0 starts low and rises through the first syllable,

peaks on the middle syllable, and falls on the third syllable.

The original phonation of the speaker constitutes the

“breathier” voice quality in this experiment. A “tenser” version

of the “ma-MA-ma” utterance was created using TANDEM-

STRAIGHT (Kawahara et al., 2008) so that the spectral slope

of the Fourier spectrum was 6 dB/octave less steep than the

breathier version. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the tenser version of

the spectrum has an overall flatter spectral slope. Each stimulus

consists of two continuous “ma-MA-ma” utterances in each of

the four possible voice quality combinations (Table I). For

example, for the breathier-tenser (BT) condition, the listener

would hear a breathier “ma-MA-ma” followed immediately by

a tenser “ma-MA-ma” with no pause in between.

In addition to spectral slope manipulations, the f0 contour

is also modified (Fig. 2). The lowest f0 is the same for both

“ma-MA-ma” phrases (120 Hz). While the maximum value of

the first peak is kept constant at 169.34 Hz, the second peak is

an 11-step continuum varying from 153.06 to 187.36 Hz (0.35

semitone/step). At step 6, the f0 contour of the second phrase is

the same as the f0 contour on the first phrase. After the spectral

and f0 manipulations, the amplitude of the two “ma-MA-ma”

phrases is normalized by scaling the maximum amplitude of

each phrase to 1. In total, there are 44 distinct stimuli (4

spectral slope conditions� 11 f0 steps).

The listeners participated in this experiment in a sound-

proof booth. The stimuli were played through Sennheiser

HD 280 Pro headphones. The subjects were instructed to

think of each “ma-MA-ma” utterance as a word, and upon

hearing a stimulus with two “ma-MA-ma” words, they were

asked to do a forced-choice classification to indicate which

of the two “words” sounded higher in pitch. Listeners were

also instructed to refer to their linguistic knowledge of pitch,

such as intonation (e.g., the question intonation in “Sure?”

vs the declarative intonation in “Sure.” for English speakers)

or tone (e.g., high tone vs low tone for Mandarin speakers)

to judge pitch height. The presentation of the stimuli was

randomized, and each stimulus was presented five times.

The goal of this experiment is to test to what extent

spectral conditions would cause subjects to shift their judg-

ment of relative pitch. The term “shift” here is used to refer

to any difference in pitch judgment along the f0 continuum

as the result of the spectral slope conditions. For example, if

subjects rely purely on f0 to identify relative pitch, there

should not be any differences in their judgment patterns

across the four spectral slope conditions. They should con-

sistently choose the first peak as higher for f0 steps 1–5

across all spectral conditions, and second peak as higher for

f0 steps 7–11 across all spectral conditions. However, if lis-

teners are affected by spectral slope cues, shift should occur

in their perception of pitch. They might choose the second

peak as higher at lower f0 steps for the breathier-tenser con-

dition, since tenseness is associated with higher pitch.

Similarly, for the tenser-breathier condition, they might start

choosing the second peak as higher at higher f0 steps. These

TABLE I. Summary of the four spectral slope conditions.

Peak 1 Peak 2 Intended voice quality combination

Tilted Tilted Breathier þ Breathier (BB)

Flat Flat Tenser þ Tenser (TT)

Tilted Flat Breathier þ Tenser (BT)

Flat Tilted Tenser þ Breathier (TB) FIG. 2. The f0 contours for the stimuli of the two “ma-MA-ma” phrases.

The second peak is a continuum of 11 f0 steps.
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different predicted patterns are illustrated in Fig. 3, which

shows the rates at which subjects are predicted to select the

second peak as higher for the different spectral conditions

when they do not exhibit shift (left) and when they do

exhibit shift (right).

To quantitatively examine cue integration in pitch percep-

tion on the individual level, for each subject, a perceptual shift

score and a categoricity score are calculated based on second

peak higher response rates. The perceptual shift score is meant

to measure how much a subject’s responses are influenced by

the spectral slope conditions. The more shifted subjects should

exhibit greater distances between their response curves for the

different spectral conditions. Categoricity measures how

sharp the perceptual boundary is between two classification

categories (first peak higher vs second peak higher). There are

commonly used methods for estimating boundary shift and

categoricity for binary categorization data. For example,

appropriate classification functions, such as logistic functions,

can be used to fit such categorization data. From the raw data

or fitted functions, boundary shift can be measured as compari-

sons between the points where response rates cross over 50%

for the different experimental conditions (e.g., Best et al.,
1981; Kuhl and Miller, 1978), and categoricity can be esti-

mated as some measure of boundary width or the slope of the

fitted function (e.g., Kuhl and Miller, 1978). The steeper the

slope, the more categorical the responses are. In this study,

mathematically simpler methods of estimating shift and cate-

goricity are adopted because of the range of individual varia-

tion found during the preliminary analysis of the results. For

example, while some subjects exhibit categorical perception

along the 11 f0 steps that can be modeled with a logistic func-

tion, results from other subjects are more linear. Some subjects

chose the second peak as higher for BT and first peak higher

for tenser-breathier (TB) for almost all the f0 steps. For these

subjects, the logistic function is a poor fit.

Specifically, in this study, perceptual shift between the

spectral slope conditions is quantified for each subject as the

mean of their BT second peak higher response rates minus

the mean of their TB second peak higher response rates.

Subjects who are more affected by the spectral slope

conditions should have greater differences between their

responses in the BT conditions and their responses in the TB

condition. Categoricity of the responses is scored for each

subject as the mean second peak higher response rates for f0

steps 7–11 minus the mean second peak higher response

rates for f0 steps 1–5. The means are taken across all four

spectral slope conditions. Subjects who exhibit more cate-

gorical responses should have higher scores, while subjects

with more flat response curves should have lower scores.

C. Experiment 2: Musicality

Since music training is associated with better musical-

ity, each participant first answered a brief survey about

whether they had formal music training and for how long.

To quantitatively evaluate musicality, the abbreviated

Montreal Battery of Evaluation of Musical Abilities

(MBEMA) was used (Peretz et al., 2013). The MBEMA

stimuli are short musical phrases played with different

instruments. Each phrase is either played by itself or paired

with another musical phrase depending on the task.

There are three tasks, evaluating the subject’s ability to

identify differences in melody and rhythm as well as their

memory of the musical phrases. Each task consists of 20 stim-

uli, and there are 60 stimuli in total. The melody test plays two

consecutive melodies and asks the subject to identify whether

the melodies are the same or different. The rhythm test also

plays two consecutive musical phrases, which may or may not

have the same rhythm. Last, the memory test plays only one

melody, and it asks the listener to indicate whether they have

heard this melody in the previous tasks. For each subject, the

score for each test is calculated as the percentage of correct

answers for that test. An overall musicality score is calculated

as the percentage of correct answers for all three tests.

III. RESULTS

A. Pitch perception

Figure 4 illustrates the pitch perception results by

English and Mandarin speakers. The plot shows the rates at

FIG. 3. (Color online) Left: Expected response pattern from listeners who are not affected by spectral cues in pitch judgment. Right: Expected response pattern

from listeners who are affected by spectral cues in pitch judgment.
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which subjects chose the second peak to be higher for the

four spectral slope conditions. Tenser-tenser (TT) and

breathier-breathier (BB) have the same spectral slope for

both peaks and can serve as the reference conditions to

observe whether TB and BT, which have different spectral

slopes on the two peaks, have effects on pitch judgment. As

can be seen from the figure, both language groups show simi-

lar shifts for the TB and BT spectral slope conditions. When

the second peak has a tenser voice compared to the first (BT

condition), listeners select the second peak as higher at lower

f0 steps, showing that their pitch judgment is affected by the

boosted frequencies in the tense peak. Likewise, when the

second is breathier (TB condition), listeners select the second

peak as higher in pitch at lower rates than either BB or TT.

For this experiment, the main effects of spectral slope,

f0, and native language on second peak higher responses are

evaluated using an MCMC generalized linear mixed-effects

model in R (Hadfield, 2010). Spectral slope conditions (four

factor levels), f0 steps (eleven numeric steps), and native

language (two factor levels) are included as fixed effects,

and subjects are the random intercepts. Pairwise compari-

sons between every two spectral slope conditions are

achieved by changing the reference level. The main effects

of spectral slope conditions are summarized in Table II. As

expected, across all models, f0 is a significant predictor for

subject responses (posterior mean¼ 0.36, 95% posterior den-

sity intervals ¼ [0.33, 0.39], p< 0.001), while native lan-

guage is not significant (posterior mean¼ 0.13, 95%

posterior density intervals ¼ [�0.01, 0.27], p¼ 0.074).

Overall, these results suggest that both Mandarin and

English listeners integrate f0 and spectral slope cues in

relative pitch judgment and replicate the pattern from Kuang

and Liberman (2018). Quantitative analysis of perceptual

shift and language differences is presented in Sec. III C.

B. Musicality and musicianship

All subjects scored relatively high on the musicality

test. The combined mean for English and Mandarin speakers

is 88.33%, with a standard deviation of 6.99. When sepa-

rated into language groups, both English and Mandarin

speakers have similar group means and standard deviations

across all three tests and the overall scores (Table III). A

Welch two sample t-test shows that the group means of the

total scores are not significantly different between the two

language groups (t¼ 0.275, df¼ 93.156, p¼ 0.784).

Figure 5 shows the distribution of musicality scores across

all subjects, as well as the proportions of self-identified musi-

cians vs non-musicians for each score. Subjects with music

training (N¼ 66, mean¼ 2.70, sd¼ 0.17) have on average

higher musicality scores than subjects without music training

(N¼ 48, mean¼ 2.58, sd¼ 0.23). A Welch two sample t-test

shows that the group means are significantly different between

the subjects with musical training and the subjects without

musical training (t¼ 3.15, df¼ 83.12, p-value¼ 0.002).

Out of the English group, 47 subjects have musical

training and 24 do not. For the Mandarin group, only 20 sub-

jects have musical training, and 24 do not. An analysis of

variance (ANOVA) model is run to analyze the effects of

native language, musicianship, and their interaction on the

musicality test outcome. The main effect of music training

is significant [F(1,110)¼ 10.894, MSE¼ 0.049, p¼ 0.001].

FIG. 4. (Color online) Second peak higher response rates by English and Mandarin speakers. X-axis ¼ f0 steps, y-axis ¼ proportion of responses where sub-

jects chose peak 2 to be higher.

TABLE II. Main effects of spectral slope for every pair of conditions for all the speakers. Means of regression coefficients are followed by the 95% highest

posterior density intervals in square brackets and the associated p-values.

BB TT BT

TT 0.16 [0.07, 0.26], p< 0.001

BT 0.59 [0.50, 0.69], p< 0.001 0.45 [0.36, 0.54], p< 0.001

TB �0.43 [�0.53, �0.35], p< 0.001 �0.62 [�0.72, �0.52], p< 0.001 �0.85 [�0.93, �0.78], p< 0.001
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Native language is not significant [F(1,110)¼ 0.081,

MSE¼ 0.0004, n.s.], and the interaction of these two factors

is also not significant [F(1,110)¼ 1.283, MSE¼ 0.006, n.s.].

C. The relationship between musicality and pitch
perception

To visualize the relationship between musicality and

pitch perception strategies, subjects are separated into five

quantiles by their musicality scores. Because many subjects

share the same scores (Fig. 5), the cut off scores (85.00%,

88.33%, 90.00%, and 93.33%) for the quantiles do not divide

the subjects into equal groups. There are 22, 23, 16, 19, and

34 subjects in each quantile from low to high. Figure 6 plots

the pitch perception results for each group of subjects. Group

1 corresponds to subjects whose scores are below the 20th

percentile, group 2 corresponds to subjects with scores

between the 20th percentile and the 40th percentile, and so

on. There are two major differences between the groups.

First, subjects with low musicality scores show greater shift

as the result of spectral slope conditions. For instance, sub-

jects in group 1 are the most affected by spectral slope.

Compared with the higher-scoring groups, they have the high-

est second peak higher response rates in the breathier-tenser

condition, and the lowest response rates for tenser-breathier.

The shift between the spectral slope conditions is smaller for

the second and third quantiles, and the highest scoring groups

four and five show the least amount of shift. It appears that

group 5 has slightly more shift than group 4. This might be

due to the fact that there are more subjects in group 5, and

therefore there is a slightly larger individual variation in per-

ceptual strategies than in group 4. A second observation from

Fig. 6 is that the groups differ in the categoricity of their

responses. Normally, categorical responses in a continuum

result in a S-like curve, and this is indeed the case for groups

with higher musicality scores. On the other hand, the response

curves are more flat for groups with lower scores and are

therefore less categorical. Overall, these results indicate that

subjects with better musicality are less affected by spectral

slope differences and more categorical in their f0 perception.

For each subject, a perceptual shift score and a catego-

ricity score are calculated using methods outlined in

Sec. II B. Both perceptual shift and categoricity scores show

significant correlations with the subtest scores from the

musicality experiment (p< 0.05). However, the correlations

with the subtest scores are weaker than the correlations with

the overall musicality scores. Therefore, the overall musical-

ity scores are used in the analysis in this section.

The relationship between musicality and perceptual shift

is illustrated in Fig. 7. There is a trend that subjects with higher

musicality scores exhibit less shift as the result of spectral

slope conditions. The correlation between musicality scores

and perceptual shift is �0.3695 (t¼�4.2091, df¼ 112,

p-value< 0.001). A multiple regression is calculated to predict

perceptual shift scores based on musicality scores, native lan-

guage, and their interaction (shift�musicality*language). The

model explains a significant amount of the variance in percep-

tual shift [F(3, 110)¼ 6.221, R2¼ 0.1451, R2
adjusted ¼ 0.1217,

p¼ 0.0006]. While musicality scores contribute significantly

TABLE III. Summary statistics for the musicality test for the English and

Mandarin groups, including results for the melody, rhythm, and memory

subtests as well as the total scores.

Melody Rhythm Memory Total

Language mean sd mean sd mean sd mean sd

English 88.14% 10.63 89.21% 8.99 88.07% 8.56 88.48% 7.09

Mandarin 86.81% 9.16 87.95% 8.85 89.54% 8.06 88.11% 6.92

FIG. 5. (Color online) The distribution of musicality scores for musicians

and non-musicians.

FIG. 6. (Color online) The subjects are divided into five quantiles by their total scores on the musicality test. The overall responses from the pitch perception

experiment are plotted for each group, from lowest to highest.
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to the model (b¼�1.4814, p¼ 0.0006), native language and

its interaction with musicality scores do not.

Figure 8 plots the relationship between musicality scores

and categoricity of the subject responses. Subjects with higher

musicality scores show more categorical responses. The corre-

lation between musicality scores and categoricity of perception

is 0.4314 (t¼ 5.0616, df¼ 112, p-value< 0.001). A multiple

regression is calculated to predict the categoricity scores based

on musicality scores, native language, and their interaction

(categoricity�musicality*language). The model explains

explain a significant amount of the variance in categoricity

[F(3, 110)¼ 8.716, R2¼ 0.1921, R2
adjusted ¼ 0.17, p< 0.0001].

Similar to the model for perceptual shift, while musicality

scores contribute significantly to the model (b¼ 1.771,

p¼ 0.0001), native language and its interaction with musical-

ity scores do not.

Taken together, Figs. 7 and 8 demonstrate that subjects

who have better musicality scores exhibit both smaller percep-

tual shift based on spectral conditions and greater categoricity

along the f0 continuum. Therefore, the pattern observed in

Fig. 6 is confirmed by these quantitative analyses.

To clearly address the methodological issue of whether

musicianship or musicality scores would be a better predic-

tor of pitch perception strategies, Fig. 9 is plotted to compare

the effects of musicianship and musicality. In this plot, the

perception by musicians and non-musicians (upper rows vs

lower rows) are divided by the overall median (88.33%)

musicality scores (left column vs right column). For both

musicians and non-musicians, there is a clear difference

between subjects who scored above the median and below

the median. Regardless of musicianship, subjects with better

musicality scores show smaller shift, whereas subjects with

poorer musicality show greater shift. This plot demonstrates

that musicality score is a better predictor for individual vari-

ation in pitch perception than musicianship.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

This study investigates the relationship between musi-

cality, tone language background, and pitch perception strat-

egies by examining the correlations between musicality and

pitch perception by both Mandarin and English speakers.

A. Musicality and pitch processing

The most important finding of this study is that musi-

cality is a significant predictor of pitch processing strate-

gies. Generally, better musicality indicates enhanced

sensitivity to f0 and a preference for f0 cues in pitch per-

ception. As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, even though all the

subjects have relatively high scores on the musicality test,

there is observable variation between subjects with lower

scores and subjects with higher scores. Individual variation

in pitch perception responses is quantified in two ways: the

magnitude of shift between the spectral slope conditions

and categoricity along the f0 continuum. Musicality scores

correlate negatively with the magnitude of shift. This indi-

cates that subjects with higher musicality scores are less

affected by spectral slope differences and are more likely

to judge relative pitch height based on f0 cues, while sub-

jects with lower musicality scores are more likely to attend

to spectral slope differences. These results are consistent

with the previous study (Kuang and Liberman, 2015) and

are also similar to Seither-Preisler et al. (2007), in which

non-musicians primarily attend to spectral cues more and

musicians primarily attend to f0 cues. A second result is

that subjects with higher musicality scores have more cate-

gorical judgment along the f0 dimension, suggesting that

they are more sensitive to f0 differences. This is also con-

sistent with the previous findings that subjects with better

musicality show greater categorical perception of f0 (Peng

et al., 2010).

FIG. 7. (Color online) The relationship between musicality scores and per-

ceptual shift scores for all the subjects. Shaded area¼ 95% confidence

interval.

FIG. 8. (Color online) The relationship between musicality scores and cate-

gorical perception scores for all the subjects. Shaded area¼ 95% confidence

interval.
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One important methodological choice in this study is

obtaining musicality scores from the administration of

MBEMA (Peretz et al., 2013) rather than only using self-

identified musician labels. The overall mean musicality score

88.33% closely matches the mean (88.8%) found for adults

in Peretz et al. (2013) for the abbreviated MBEMA. Even

though subjects with music training generally have higher

musicality scores, both musicians and non-musicians have

scores that span the whole range of scores. Overall, these

scores offer a continuous, more objective measure of musical

aptitude than the binary distinction of musicianship. The

musicality test makes it possible to identify non-musicians

who are naturally more musically talented as well as musi-

cians who still struggle with some aspects of music. Non-

musicians with high musicality scores have similar patterns

in the pitch perception experiment as high-scoring musi-

cians, indicating that musicality is a better predictor of cue

sensitivity than musicianship.

Moreover, these findings on musicality effects on pitch

perception have important implications for language acquisi-

tion. The linguistic use of pitch involves multiple cues, and the

pitch perception experiment shows that listeners vary in their

use of f0 and spectral cues in relative pitch judgment.

Therefore, speakers who experience difficulty in discriminating

f0 can rely on additional spectral cues in acquiring linguistic

distinctions. Although our subject pool mostly consists of peo-

ple with good musical aptitude, there is a definite trend in cue

integration in pitch judgment. Since less musical subjects tend

to rely on spectral cues to make their judgment of pitch, it is

possible that this trend will extend to amusic subjects as well.

The results of this study suggest that speakers with amusia or

tone agnosia may acquire normal tone production by relying on

cues that co-vary with f0. Of course, this hypothesis needs to

be further validated with data from children and the amusic

population.

B. Language background and pitch processing

The second central research question of this study is

whether language background has an effect on pitch process-

ing. Since Mandarin speakers use pitch to indicate lexical

tone contrast, it is possible that their pitch processing might

differ from English speakers. Does speaking a tone language

lead to better musicality? It appears not to be the case. Both

the English and Mandarin groups have very similar musical-

ity scores, indicating that experience with pitch processing

in tonal contrasts does not grant speakers an advantage in

music. More importantly, since there are multiple acoustic

FIG. 9. (Color online) Results from the pitch perception experiment for musicians and non-musicians who scored above and below the overall group median

on the musicality test.
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cues for pitch, does speaking a tone language have an effect

on cue integration strategies in pitch perception? Again, lan-

guage experience appears to have little effect. Both English

and Mandarin speakers integrate f0 and spectral slope to per-

ceive relative pitch height, and tenser voice sounds higher to

both groups of speakers. Moreover, the magnitude of cue

integration (as quantified in Figs. 7 and 8) is also similar in

both languages.

Overall, these findings are consistent with the notion

that language experience has little effect on general pitch

perception (Ngo et al., 2016; Zheng and Samuel, 2018).

Although this study does not show any language effects, sev-

eral notes of caution should be made. First, as discussed ear-

lier in the paper, different studies have used different

experimental paradigms for pitch perception. In particular,

effects of language experience are more often reported when

the tasks in question use speech stimuli rather than non-

speech stimuli (Peng et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2006). However,

it looks like the domain of the language effects is perhaps

even more specific than speech vs non-speech. The stimuli

in the current study are speech stimuli, but the pitch variation

is more similar to intonation at the sentence level. It is possi-

ble that tone language experience might show effects spe-

cific to tasks related to lexical contrasts. In future studies,

pitch tasks at different linguistic levels (e.g., tone vs intona-

tion) should be tested. Second, the lack of language effect

between Mandarin and English cannot be used to entirely

rule out potential language effect from other tone languages.

Mandarin tones mainly contrast in pitch direction (level,

rising, falling, and dipping), but some other tone languages,

such as Cantonese, have multiple contrastive level tones. It

is possible that speakers of these tone languages might have

enhanced general pitch perception. For example, although

Bidelman et al. (2011) found that Mandarin speakers did not

perform better in pitch discrimination than English speakers,

Bidelman et al. (2013) showed enhancement for music per-

ception in the Cantonese group. However, DiCanio (2012)

found that Trique speakers (a four-level tone language) did

not have such advantages. The effect of tone language back-

ground on general pitch perception therefore remains an

open question for future studies.

V. CONCLUSION

This study investigates the effect of musicality and

native language on pitch perception. Musicality is a signifi-

cant predictor for cue integration strategies in pitch percep-

tion at the individual level. For relative pitch judgment,

listeners with better musicality are more likely to attend to

f0 cues, while listeners with poorer musicality are more

likely to attend to spectral slope, the cue co-varying with f0.

Additionally, at the group level, language experience has no

effect on musicality or cue integration in pitch processing.

These findings are generally consistent with the view that

linguistic experience with pitch only results in domain-

specific enhancement in pitch perception. Future work needs

to extend this study to more linguistic tasks and other tone

languages. Overall, this study sheds light on the complicated

relationship between general pitch perception and linguistic

pitch processing and has important implications for tone

acquisition.
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